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A B S T R A C T   

A comprehensive understanding of the dynamic activation and crosstalk between different cellular stress 
response pathways that drive cell adversity is crucial in chemical safety assessment. Various chemicals have 
electrophilic properties that drive cell injury responses in particular oxidative stress signaling and inflammatory 
signaling. Here we used bacterial artificial chromosome-based GFP cellular stress reporters with live cell confocal 
imaging, to systematically monitor the differential modulation of the dynamics of stress pathway activation by 
six different soft electrophiles: sulforaphane, andrographolide, diethyl maleate, CDDO-Me, ethacrynic acid and 
tert-butyl hydroquinone. The various soft electrophiles showed differential potency and dynamics of Nrf2 acti-
vation and nuclear translocation. These differences in Nrf2 dynamics correlated with distinct activation pattern 
of Nrf2 downstream targets SRNX1 and HMOX1. All soft electrophiles caused a strong dose dependent sup-
pression of a cytokine-induced NFĸB response represented by suppression of NFĸB nuclear oscillation and in-
hibition of the downstream target gene activation A20 and ICAM1, which followed the potency of Nrf2 
modulation but occurred at higher concentration close to saturation of Nrf2 activation. RNAi-based depletion of 
RelA resulted in a prolonged presence of Nrf2 in the nucleus after soft electrophile treatment; depletion of Nrf2 
caused the induction of NFĸB signaling and activation of its downstream targets A20 and ICAM1. A systematic 
transcriptome analysis confirmed these effects by soft electrophiles on Nrf2 and NFκB signaling crosstalk in 
human induced-pluripotent stem cell-derived hepatocyte-like cells. Altogether our data indicate that modulation 
of Nrf2 by soft electrophiles may have consequences for efficient inflammatory signaling.   

1. Introduction 

Mechanism-based toxicity testing will become a critical component 
of future chemical safety testing. Test systems would integrate critical 
biomarkers that can quantify key events of adverse outcome pathways. 
With these sophisticated models it is possible to reveal the underlying 
toxicity pathways on top of the classical cell death end points (Niemeijer 
et al., 2018). These toxicity pathways would involve, among others, 
oxidative stress, unfolded protein response, inflammatory signaling and 
DNA damage responses, that may be activated by chemicals with 
different concentration and temporal dynamics. A chemical can induce 
different stress pathways each with a specific point of departure 

(Hiemstra et al., 2017). Given that stress pathways involved in toxicity 
are physiological response programs that will adapt cells, it will be 
critically to determine at which concentrations such adaptive programs 
are broken and or cross-talk between stress pathway may occur that may 
drive an adverse biological outcome. 

We have reported previously that a large proportion of drugs with a 
liability for drug-induced liver injury in humans can cause the activation 
of the Nrf2 anti-oxidant stress response pathway (Herpers et al., 2016; 
Wink et al., 2017). We also observed a strong correlation between the 
potency to activate the Nrf2 pathway and the suppression of the 
expression of NFκB target genes (Fredriksson et al., 2011, 2014; Herpers 
et al., 2016), suggesting a direct relationship between these pathways. 
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Interaction of the Nrf2 and NFκB signaling is supported by the fact that 
the promotor region of the Nrf2 gene (NFE2L2) has several functional 
NFĸB binding sites (Rushworth et al., 2014)(Rushworth et al., 2011). In 
addition, Nrf2 knockout mice are more sensitive towards cytokine- 
induced inflammation (Thimmulappa et al., 2006) and Nrf2 counters 
transcriptional regulation of pro-inflammatory genes (Kobayashi et al., 
2016). Currently, a systematic evaluation of the consequences of 
chemical-induced Nrf2 activation on inflammatory signaling by NFκB 
has so far been lacking. Since modulation of the Nrf2 pathway is a 
critical pharmacological target, suppression of inflammatory at equal 
potent levels could lead to unanticipated activities. We used a panel 
electrophiles to investigate such a relationship in detail. 

Electrophiles are chemical entities that are either positively or 
neutrally charged which can covalently bind with negatively charged 
nucleophiles. These reversible electrophile-nucleophile interactions, 
also known as redox signaling, are very important physiologically 
(Burgess et al., 2016). However, when the ratio of electrophiles (e.g. 
reactive oxygen species) and nucleophiles (e.g. antioxidants) is 
increased this might lead to cytotoxicity. Based on their polarizability 
electrophiles can be divided into soft or hard electrophiles. Hard elec-
trophiles will react with hard nucleophiles (e.g. aromatic nitrogen sites 

on DNA bases) controlled by charge and therefore might cause DNA 
damage. Soft electrophiles are more prone to react with soft nucleo-
philes (e.g. a sulfhydryl thiol side-chain of cysteine residues) predomi-
nantly controlled by orbital. Soft electrophiles will induce an Nrf2 
response by adduct formation with sentinel cysteine residues on Kelch- 
like ECH associated protein 1 (KEAP1) which leads to dissociation and 
subsequent nuclear translocation of Nrf2, eventually leading to the 
activation of the oxidative stress response (Lopachin and Gavin, 2017) 
(Yamamoto et al., 2018). We have established a panel of GFP reporter 
HepG2 cell lines to monitor the cellular stress response pathways. These 
reporters were established using bacterial artificial chromosome-based 
genome engineering and contain the gene of interest (e.g. a biomarker 
for cellular stress) with its regulatory subunits (>10 kb up and down-
stream of gene target) fused to GFP to ensure endogenous expression 
(Poser et al., 2008) (Wink et al., 2014). Using this reporter panel in 
combination with live cell microscopy and automated image segmen-
tation/quantification we can follow the dynamic activation of specific 
biomarkers of various cellular stress response pathways. In this study we 
used reporters for the Nrf2 antioxidant stress response pathway (Nrf2- 
BAC-GFP, SRXN1-BAC-GFP and HMOX1-BAC-GFP), the NFκB inflam-
matory response pathway (RelA-BAC-GFP, IκBα-BAC-GFP, A20-BAC- 

Fig. 1. Physicochemical characteristics and cytotoxicity potency of six soft electrophiles. For each compound 9 concentrations have been tested. Cell death, 
apoptosis (AnV in red) and necrosis (PI in black), were evaluated for each compound in the HepG2 wild type cell line. The lines represent the mean of biological 
triplicates with the standard deviation presented as the light colored panel. Below the 2D representation of the chemical structures and several HSAB parameters of 
each compound are listed: Chemical hardness (η), chemical softness (σ), chemical potential (μ) and Electrophilic index (ω). (For interpretation of the references to 
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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GFP and ICAM1-BAC-GFP). Since some chemicals that activate the Nrf2 
pathway also affect the protein folding in the endoplasmic reticulin 
(Wink et al., 2017), we also involved reporters that can report on the 
activation of the unfolded protein response pathway (BIP-BAC-GFP, 
CHOP-BAC-GFP). 

In this study we systematically investigated the cross talk between 
the Nrf2 and NFκB pathways during chemical exposure. We used six test 
soft electrophilic compounds with different structures and physical- 
chemical properties: andrographolide, bardoxolone methyl (CDDO- 
me), diethyl maleate (DEM), ethacrynic acid, sulforaphane and tert- 
butylhydroquinone (TBHQ) (Fig. 1). These test compounds activate 
the Nrf2 pathway through modulation of cysteine residues in Keap1, 
albeit with different potencies (Li et al., 2018)(Wu et al., 2010) (Turley 
et al., 2016). In addition, these compounds have been linked to sup-
pression of inflammatory signaling (Guerrero-Beltrán et al., 2012; Han 
et al., 2005; Jones et al., 1999; Srivastava and Akhila, 2010). We 
established detailed concentration and time course landscapes for Nrf2 
and NFκB pathway HepG2 reporter cell lines after exposure with six soft 
electrophiles. RNA interference was used to mechanistically understand 
the interactions between these pathways. Finally, targeted RNA 
sequencing was used to generalize our findings in HepG2 cells to other 
liver cell test systems. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Reagents and chemicals 

Human TNFα purchased from R&D systems (United Kingdom) and 
Human Interleukin-1 ProSpec (Germany) were dissolved in 0.1% BSA/ 
PBS. All other compounds were purchased at Sigma-Aldrich (The 
Netherlands) and dissolved in DMSO. Aliquots were stored at − 20 ◦C. At 
the highest exposure the DMSO concentration was equal or <0.2% (v/v). 

2.2. Chemical characteristics 

The significant degree of selectivity that occurs in electrophile- 
nucleophile interactions is predicted by Pearson’s Hard and Soft, Acids 
and Bases (HSAB) theory. The highest energy orbital that contains 
electrons, HOMO (Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital) and the lowest 
energy orbital that is vacant, LUMO (Lowest Unoccupied Molecular 
Orbital). These energies are determined using the fast semi-empirical 
Austin Model 1 (AM1) using MOPAC implemented into TIMES soft-
ware. The calculations are done for all possible conformers, so for HSAB 
parameters’ calculation the max, min or average HOMO and LUMO 
energies can be applied. Hardness η = [ELUMO - EHOMO]/2, Softness σ =
1/η, Chemical potential μ = [ELUMO + EHOMO]/2, Electrophilic index ω =
μ2/2η. Chemical structures have been drawn with http://www.chems 
pider.com, converted with Chem3D pro version 16.0.0.82 and expor-
ted to .svg. 

2.3. Cells and culture conditions 

The original human hepatoma HepG2 cell line, clone HB8065, was 
acquired from ATCC (Germany). Previously we have generated reporter 
cell lines to visualize and quantify the induction of several adaptive 
stress pathways (Wink et al., 2014). These BAC-GFP reporters have in-
tegrated the full regulatory sequences (>10 kb) up and downstream of 
the target gene to ensure endogenous expression. This biomarker gene 
was C-terminally fused to an eGFP sequence. These cells were main-
tained and exposed to compounds in full medium (DMEM high glucose 
medium supplemented with 10% (v/v) FBS, 25 U/mL penicillin and 25 
μg/mL streptomycin). Cells were used between passage 14 and 20. 

hiPSC derived hepatocytes (Cellartis, enhanced hiPSC-HEP from 
ChiPSC18, cat#Y10051 Lot# AH200015) were cultured according to 
manufactures instructions. In short; 128,000 cells/well were seeded in a 
96-well plate, cultured for 7 days on maintenance medium. For the 

exposures, compounds were dissolved in maintenance medium. 

2.4. Cell treatment 

For live-cell imaging, the HepG2 BAC-GFP reporter cells were seeded 
in Greiner Bio-One (The Netherlands) black μ-clear 384-well plates with 
8.000 cells per well. 1 day after attachment, the cells were incubated for 
two hours with 100 ng/mL Hoechst33342. Subsequently the Hoechst was 
removed and compounds were added in full medium in a wide con-
centration range (indicated in Fig. 1). To evaluate the onset of cell death, 
the medium also contained 0.05% AnnexinV− Alexa633 (marker for 
apoptosis) and 100 nM propidium iodide (marker for necrosis). 

For the sequencing experiment hiPSC-Heps and HepG2 wildtype (wt) 
were exposed to four compounds at six concentrations (andrographo-
lide; 146, 68, 31.6, 14.67, 6.8, 3.16 μM, CDDO-me; 1.78, 1.0, 0.56, 0.32, 
0.18, 0.1 μM, sulforaphane; 46.4, 21.54, 10.0, 4.64, 2.15, 1.0 μM and 
TBHQ; 146, 68, 31.6, 14.67, 6.8, 3.16 μM). 16 h after exposure cells 
were harvested by removing medium and adding 1× Biospyder lysis 
buffer. TNFα (10 ng/mL) or IL1β (5 ng/mL) was added 8 h prior to 
harvesting. For the hiPSC-Heps the compounds were dissolved in 
maintenance medium, for HepG2 exposures full DMEM medium was 
used. 

2.5. Live cell confocal microscopy and quantification of HepG2 BAC-GFP 
activation 

To assess the effect of compound exposure on the dynamic stress 
response activation we used live cell confocal imaging. Directly after 
compound exposure the cells were imaged using Nikon TiE2000 
including an automated xy-stage, an integrated Perfect Focus System 
(Nikon, Amsterdam, The Netherlands), and 408, 488, 561, and 647 nm 
lasers. After 24 h image acquisition the data file (.nd2) was retrieved and 
exported as .tiff files. We used ImageJ (version 1.51o) to create a binary 
image of the Hoechst channel using an in house made plugin based on a 
watershed based segmentation algorithm (Di et al., 2012). Subse-
quently, CellProfiler (version 2.2.0) was used to propagate the cyto-
plasmic area based on the Hoechst binary and overlay the binary 
Hoechst/GFP channel and or the binary cytoplasm/GFP channel to 
quantify per segmented pixel the GFP intensity. The sum of these in-
tensities is referred to as the integrated GFP intensity in the nucleus 
(Nrf2) or in the cytoplasm (SRXN1, HMOX1, ICAM, A20) (ter Braak 
et al., 2021b). For the nuclear translocation of RelA (subunit of the p65 
complex) and IκBα (inhibitor of this complex), nuclei are tracked in 
CellProfiler and for each time point the normalized nuclear/cytoplasmic 
GFP intensity ratio was determined on a single cell basis. 

2.6. Targeted sequencing and data processing 

Prior to lysis, medium was removed, cells were washed with PBS and 
1× BioSpyder (BS) lysis buffer was added. Plates were stored at − 80 ◦C 
and sent to BioSpyder for further processing. 

Gene expression profiles were determined using a targeted RNA 
sequencing technology, TempO-Seq (Biospyder technologies, Inc., 
Carlsbad, CA, USA) (Yeakley et al., 2017). In short, expression profiles of 
in total 2981 genes were analyzed. These selected genes provide 
maximal mode-of-action information on chemical perturbations that 
reflect general cellular stress. Reads were aligned using TempO-seqR 
package, raw counts were normalized and log transformed using the 
DESeq2 package. The primary human hepatocyte (PHH) data in the 
Open TG-GATEs dataset was used to determine the top 25 genes asso-
ciated with a NFĸB response in human liver cells, the same was done for 
the top 25 genes associated with a Nrf2 response. Of these 50 genes for 
each pathway the top 15 were selected based on fold change expression 
and a minimum normalized base expression count of 10 within the 
hiPSC-Heps and visualized as a heatmap (Fig. 6). Principle Component 
Analysis (PCA) plots were generated using the prcomp function from the 
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Stats R package. Rstudio version 1.0.153 (Boston, USA) in combination 
with R version 3.4.1 was used in combination with the following visu-
alization packages (pheatmap (Kolde, 2012), ggplot2 (Wickham, 
2009)). 

2.7. Statistics 

For the time response graphs an independent two-sided Welch Stu-
dent’s t-Test was performed with the area under the curves (AUC), each 
comparison was compared to the siCtrl condition. The AUCs were 
calculated with the trapezoid method using the R pracma package 2.2.2. 
In the figures the significance is indicated with asterisks (ns = p > 0.05, 
* = p ≤ 0.05, ** = p ≤ 0.01, *** = p ≤ 0.001). 

3. Results 

3.1. Cytotoxicity and electrophilic properties of the compound set 

We evaluated the cellular stress response activation of six different 
soft electrophiles: andrographilide, bardoxolone-methyl (CDDO-me), 
diethylmaleate (DEM), ethacrynic acid, sulfphoraphane and tert- 
butylhydroquinone (TBHQ) (Fig. 1). These compounds were selected 
based on the divergence of their chemical structures and their range of 
electrophilic reactivity. The electrophilic index (ω) is a parameter that 
combines softness (σ) and chemical potential (μ) and reflects the pro-
pensity of the electrophile to form adducts with a given biological 
nucleophile (e.g. KEAP1). These measurements predict that DEM has the 
highest electrophilic reactivity and TBHQ has a lower potential to form 
adducts and thus activate the Nrf2 pathway. Next, we established the 
testing concentration range of the different compounds. We aimed for a 
concentration range that induced activation of adaptive stress response 
rather than cytotoxicity. With cell death markers we tested apoptosis 
(AnV) or necrosis (PI) in parental HepG2 cells. Only at the highest 
concentration(s) we observed some cell death for several soft electro-
philes, with clear differences in potency: CDDO-Me > > ethacrynic acid 
> TBHQ = sulforaphane = andrographolide > DEM. 

3.2. High content live cell dynamics of Nrf2 mediated oxidative stress 
response reporters 

Next, we evaluated the dynamics of cellular stress response activa-
tion using live cell imaging (Fig. 2A/B) with evaluation of cell count 
(Hoechst), cell viability (PI) and cellular stress response reporter activity 
(GFP). We first determined the activation of the Nrf2 pathway by 
measuring Nrf2 stabilization and nuclear translocation as a consequence 
of KEAP1 modulation by the soft electrophiles as well as Nrf2-mediated 
induction of Srxn1 and HMOX1 (Fig. 2C). Soft electrophiles increased 
the nuclear Nrf2-GFP levels for all soft electrophiles as exemplified by 
DEM which peaked at 5 h and slowly declined in the following period. 
This Nrf2 dynamic response was linked to a gradual increase of cyto-
plasmic SRNX1-GFP and HMOX1-GFP, which was initiated after peak 
Nrf2 levels were reached. Quantification of the Nrf2 activation land-
scape showed clear concentration response effects for all test compounds 
in all reporters indicating that all tested electrophiles induce an oxida-
tive stress response (Fig. 2D; Suppl. Fig. 1). Of relevance, the dynamics 
of Nrf2 nuclear translocation was very different among the compounds. 
Andrographolide exposure caused a very strong nuclear translocation of 
Nrf2 with a peak at ~12 h and a subsequent strong induction of both 
SRXN1 and HMOX1. In contrast, CDDO-me caused a mild, yet sustained, 
activation of Nrf2 and upregulation of SRXN1, but a very strong in-
duction of HMOX1 at high concentration. Sulforaphane showed strong, 
yet transient, activation of Nrf2 at high concentration and subsequently 
the SRXN1 reporter; only a very mild activation of HMOX1 was 
observed. DEM, ethacrynic acid and TBHQ show a similar and mild 
oxidative stress activation pattern. Overall, SRXN1 induction was 
observed at concentration that did not yet activate a HMOX1 response. 

3.3. High content live cell dynamics of NFκB mediated inflammation 
response reporters 

We further investigated the implication of soft electrophilic com-
pound treatment on the activity of NFκB signaling response (Fig. 3A-B). 
Here we used inflammatory signaling reporters that can monitor the 
temporal dynamics of cytokine-mediated activation of the NFκB 
pathway: RelA-GFP, IκB-GFP, A20-GFP and ICAM-GFP reporter cell lines 
(Fig. 3C-D). The reporter cells were first treated with the different 
electrophiles for 8 h, a time point where maximal activation of Nrf2 
activation was reached; thereafter either TNFα or IL-1β was added. 
Under control conditions virtually all RelA-GFP was present in the 
cytoplasm and after TNFα exposure the majority of RelA-GFP did 
translocate to the nucleus with a maximum at around 30 min, and 
thereafter oscillating between the cytosol and the nucleus (Fig. 3D). This 
was associated with an inverse oscillation cycle of the IκBα-GFP levels 
(Fig. 3D inserts). In Fig. 3C the representitative images of just four 
timepoints are shown, which is not enough to appreciate this oscillatory 
effect. Therefore we have uploaded movies of the dynamic responses of 
the different reporters in which the dynamic acitvation upon exposure to 
Diethyl Maleate (oxidative stress reporters) or TNFα (inflammation re-
porters) can be appreciated (https://www.youtube.com/playlist? 
list=PLp3gUC3ds9u3s0xYmgOP-jqPB8eXv1Pv5). Furthermore we previ-
ously described this oscillatory effect of the RelA-GFP in detail (Fre-
driksson et al., 2011). Pretreatment with the six electrophiles caused a 
concentration dependent disruption of this oscillatory behavior, which 
was associated with a decrease in the first NFκB nuclear translocation 
(andrographolide and CDDO-Me) and/or a delay of the overall oscilla-
tory response at later time points (andrographolide, CDDO-Me, sul-
phoraphane) or even a sustained accumulation of NFκB in the nuclear 
compartment without full relocation to the cytosol (DEM, ethacrynic 
acid). Interestingly, the amplitude of the first peak after ethacrynic acid 
exposure was increased. Given the perturbation of the NFκB oscillatory 
response, we also assessed whether the diverse soft electrophiles also 
impacted on the TNFα-induced expression of downstream κtarget genes, 
A20/TNFAIP3, an early response target gene, and ICAM1, a late 
response target gene (Lerebours et al., 2008). We made advantage of the 
A20-GFP and ICAM1-GFP reporters. TNFα caused a drastic sharp in-
crease in A20-GFP which leveled off after around 4 h to a new steady 
state A20-GFP expression. ICAM1-GFP induction by TNFα had a delay of 
around 4 h and followed a sustained expression for the 24 h time period. 
All compounds demonstrated an almost complete inhibition of both 
ICAM1-GFP and A20-GFP induction by TNFα. A full concentration 
dependent inhibition of TNFα-mediated ICAM1-GFP induction was in 
particular observed for andrographolide, CDDO-Me, DEM and etha-
cryinic acid. We next determined whether this effect did also involve 
other cytokine-mediated activation of NFκB. IL-1β also caused the 
oscillatory response of RelA-GFP and IκB-GFP, which was inhibited by 
the soft electrophiles in a similar dose response as observed for TNFα 
(Suppl. Fig. 3). Moreover, also a concentration dependent inhibition of 
IL-1β-mediated A20-GFP and ICAM1-GFP was observed (Suppl. Fig. 4). 
Together these data indicate a consistent impact of soft electrophiles on 
cytokine-mediated NFκB signaling with strong association with modu-
lation of the oscillatory degradation of IκB and nuclear transloction of 
NFκB. 

3.4. Comparison of modulation of the different cellular stress response 
pathways by soft electrophiles 

Soft electrophiles can also impact on the cellular redox status that 
might affect for example the folding of proteins. In particular the 
endoplasmic reticulum is sensitive to altered redox potential (Higa and 
Chevet, 2012), causing the accumulation of unfolded newly translated 
proteins causing the activation of the unfolded protein response (UPR). 
Therefore, next we followed the activation of the UPR using our previ-
ously established UPR reporters, BiP-GFP and CHOP-GFP in a similar 
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Fig. 2. Induction of Nrf2 pathway reporters by different soft electrophiles. A) Schematic overview with the time line and experimental procedures. B) Schematic 
overview of the Nrf2 pathway with the different GFP-tagged biomarkers and their subcellular localization in an oxidative stress condition. C) Representative confocal 
images of Nrf2-GFP, SRXN1-GFP and HMOX1-GFP induction over time upon stimulation with 464 μM diethyl maleate. The last image of each row represents a 
magnified region that corresponds with the white square in one of the pictures in that series. White scale bars in the lower right corners of the confocal images 
represent 200 μm. D) Quantification (integrated GFP intensity) of the confocal images in time response curves. Each row represents data of one of the oxidative stress 
reporters (Nrf2-GFP, SRXN1-GFP and HMOX-GFP) and each column represents data of one of the six soft electrophiles. 
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Fig. 3. Inhibition of the TNFα-mediated inflammatory response by soft electrophiles. A) Schematic overview with the time line and experimental procedures. 
B) Schematic overview of the NFκB pathway with the different GFP-tagged biomarkers and their subcellular localization in Inflammatory condition. C) Represen-
tative time course confocal images of RelA-GFP, ICAM1-GFP and A20-GFP induction upon exposure to 10 ng/mL TNFα. The last image of each row represents a 
magnified region that corresponds with the white square in one of the pictures in that series. White scale bars in the lower right corners of the confocal images 
represent 200 μm. D) Quantification of the dynamic reporter activation in time response curves. Each row represents data of one of the inflammation reporters (RelA- 
GFP, A20-GFP and ICAM-GFP) and each column represents data of one of the six soft electrophiles. Note that the insert in top panel of the RelA curves reflect the 
behavior of IκBα-GFP reporter activity at the highest concentration. 
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manner as for the Nrf2 and NFκB pathway reporters. We observed BiP- 
GFP activation only for CDDO-Me, but not for the other soft electophiles 
(Fig. 4). In contrast, all compounds induced the activation of CHOP-GFP, 
but this was observed only at the highest concentrations where the Nrf2- 
mediated activation of Srxn1-GFP was already suppressed. Onset of the 
CHOP-GFP induction was observed at similar levels as the suppression of 
the cytokine-induced A20-GFP expression, yet at slightly higher con-
centrations than HMOX1-GFP induction. In contrast, Nrf2 was already 
activated at low concentration and associated with a concentration- 
dependent activation of SRXN1-GFP in a similar concentration range. 
Activation of SRXN1-GFP showed a very small concentration window 
where the TNFα- and IL1β-induced ICAM1-GFP expression was unaf-
fected (Fig. 4). Interestingly, in the absence of cytokines, A20 was 

increased at the highest soft electrophile concentrations, indicating that 
at these high concentrations A20 expression can be induced. We also 
monitored the association with onset of cytotoxicity and only observed 
some toxicity at the highest concentration. Interestingly, addition of 
TNFα and IL1β had a protective effect against cell death. The integrated 
data demonstrated that the cellular stress signaling activation patterns 
of andrographolide and sulforaphane were most similar to each other. 
Also the activation profiles of DEM and ethacrynic acid shared stronger 
resemblance. Overall, TBHQ was the least active compound and only 
impacted on Nrf2 activation and inhibition of NFĸB signaling at the 
highest concentrations. 

Fig. 4. Heatmap with hierarchical clustering with data from the HepG2 BAC GFP reporters exposed to soft electrophiles. Each cell contains a color that 
represents the GFP intensity of the areas under curves (AUCs) of the dynamic reporter-GFP plots. Each column represents data of inflammation reporters (A20/ 
ICAM1), oxidative stress reporters (Nrf2/HMOX1/SRXN1, ER stress reporters (CHOP/BIP) or cell death markers (PI/AnV). For the inflammation reporters the DMEM, 
TNFα and IL1 conditions are shown. The data is min-max scaled, at which the highest induction and reduction (often in CDDO-me) was set to 1 and − 1, respectivly. 
The DMSO treatment was set to 0, but for the inflammation reporters the DMSO+TNFα condition was used as the minimal reference point so that effects of cytokine 
induced NFĸB signaling could be determined. 
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3.5. Functional interaction between Nrf2 and NFĸB pathway during soft 
electrophile treatment 

Given the effect soft electrophiles have on both Nrf2 and NFkB 
signaling in the lower concentration range, we further investigated the 
possible crosstalk between the NFκB and Nrf2 pathway. Since DEM 
showed the clearest concentration response inhibition of TNFα-induced 
ICAM1-GFP expression, for these studies we used co-treatment of DEM 
and TNFα. First, we depleted Nrf2 and RelA using siRNA transfection in 
the different reporters and exposed the cells to different concentration of 
DEM. Nrf2 depletion prevented Nrf2-GFP accumulation in the nucleus in 
association with an almost complete inhibition the DEM-mediated in-
duction of SRXN1-GFP (Fig. 5B). Knockdown of Nrf2 also suppressed the 
TNFα-mediated induction of ICAM-GFP, but not the early onset of A20- 
GFP expression. Depletion of RelA did not completely abrogate the in-
duction of A20-GFP and ICAM1-GFP by TNFα, as expected. Of interest, 
RelA knockdown also suppressed the SRXN1-GFP induction caused by 
DEM, while Nrf2-GFP was slightly more stabilized over time (Fig. 5B). 
We also investigated the effect enhanced activation of Nrf2 and NFκB 
signaling pathways, and used depletion of KEAP1 and A20, negatively 
regulators of both pathways respectively. KEAP1 depletion caused a 
reduction of ICAM1-GFP induction by TNFα (Fig 5Cii), which was 
associated with an enhanced induction of A20-GFP, suggesting a role for 
Nrf2 in modulating A20 levels, and thereby controlling cytokine- 
mediated activation of NFκB signaling. Depletion of A20, thereby 
providing a more sustained cytokine-mediated activation of NFκB, did 
cause a more sustained stabilization of Nrf2-GFP levels, but suppressed 
SRXN1-GFP induction in a similar fashion and RelA depletion (Fig. 5D). 
To further understand the interaction of Nrf2 signaling on NFκB acti-
vation, we studied the TNFα-induced RelA/NFκB cytoplasmatic to nu-
clear oscillatory behavior under knockdown conditions (Fig 5Ciii). 
Depletion of A20 caused an increase of nuclear RelA-GFP as indicated by 
the increased area under the curve (AUC), confirming the negative 
feedback loop of A20 to NFĸB (Afonina et al., 2017). Depletion of Nrf2 
also caused an increased nuclear levels of RelA-GFP. Loss of KEAP1 
slightly enhanced the nuclear translocation dynamics of NFκB. Based on 
the above results we postulate a direct subtle interaction between Nrf2 
and NFκB (Fig. 5E). 

3.6. Transcriptional profiling of soft electrophile responses in HepG2 and 
hiPSC-Heps 

As a final step we wanted to evaluate if the interaction between soft 
electrophile responses on the Nrf2 and NFkB pathways was also evident 
in other liver test systems. Although a first choice would be primary 
human hepatocytes, we have observed that this test system has limita-
tions in the sensitivity to detect inflammatory signaling. In contrast, 
human iPSC-derived hepatocyte like cells (hiPSC-Heps) are highly 
responsive to TNFα (ter Braak et al., 2021a). Therefore, we compared 
the transcriptional response of HepG2 cells and hiPSC-Heps to soft 
electrophiles and TNFα using targeted sequencing as indicated (Fig. 6A). 
We confirmed that soft electrophiles caused the induction of various 
hallmark Nrf2 target genes (SRXN1, HMOX1, GCLM and GCLC) in both 
HepG2 (Fig 6Bi) and hiPSC-Heps (Fig 6Bii). The HepG2 model was more 
sensitive for induction of the Nrf2 target genes than the hiPSC-Heps. 
When comparing fold changes of the TNFα response we also observed 
that in both test systems andrographolide did inhibit the TNFα-induced 
induction of hallmark NFκB downstream target genes (ICAM1, 
TNFAIP3, BIRC3 and CXCL1) (Fig. 6B). Important to note is that expo-
sure with TNFα did not affect any of the Nrf2 target genes itself in HepG2 
or hiPSC-heps. In contrast, as anticipated, the NFκB target genes were all 
significantly induced by TNFα treatment. Remarkably, fold change in-
duction of NFκB target genes did range between 6 and 20 fold in HepG2, 
and only 1.2–2.7 fold in hiPSC-Heps (Fig. 6C). Yet, despite the difference 
between the two test systems, the suppression of the TNFα response by 
andrographolide was similar (Fig. 6B). We further evaluated the 

concentration response effect of four different soft electrophiles 
(andrographolide, CDDO-me, sulforaphane and tBHQ) on the expression 
of a broader panel of Nrf2 and NFκB responsive genes in hiPSC-Heps. 
Hierarchical clustering demonstrated a perfect separation in the 
response between expression levels of the NFκB (in red) and Nrf2 (in 
blue) target genes. All four soft electrophiles caused a concentration 
dependent upregulated of the Nrf2 target genes and a downregulation of 
NFκB target genes (Fig. 6D). The suppression of NFκB target gene 
expression typically occurred at higher concentration than the Nrf2 
target gene induction, but responses differed per target gene. Overall 
this transcriptomics evaluation indicate that the soft electrophiles 
induce an Nrf2 mediated oxidative stress response and reduce the NFκB 
pathway in hiPSC-Heps. 

4. Discussion 

In the study we determined the effects of six different soft electro-
philic chemicals, CDDO-me, andrographolide, sulforaphane, ethacrynic 
acid, DEM and TBHQ, that has a primary mode-of-action target the Nrf2 
pathway. For this purpose we made advantage of a HepG2 fluorescent 
protein reporter panel and live cell confocal imaging to monitor the 
activation of cellular stress response pathways, including the Nrf2 
pathway, the cytokine-mediated activation of the NFκB pathway and the 
unfolded protein response. Our key findings are that all chemicals 
rapidly induce the nuclear accumulation of Nrf2 at low concentrations 
followed the initiation of activation of the downstream target SRXN1. At 
higher concentrations these soft electrophiles inhibit the nuclear trans-
location of the TNFα- and IL-1β-induced NFκB, which is associated with 
the inhibition of the induction of A20 and ICAM1. At higher sub- 
cytotoxic concentrations the electrophiles induce the activation of 
other stress pathways, including the unfolded protein response, CHOP 
and BiP as well as HMOX1. Finally, these observations were confirmed 
by transcriptome analysis in both HepG2 and human iPSC-derived he-
patocyte like cells. 

CDDO-me, sulforaphane and andrographolide have potent beneficial 
pharmacological activity on Nrf2 pathway activation allowing cyto-
protection of cells against oxidative stress (Guerrero-Beltrán et al., 
2012). For this reason, CDDO-me has been studied in clinical trials to 
induce improved renal function based in chronic kidney disease patients 
(Zeeuw De et al., 2013). Soft electrophilic properties are not without any 
hazard, as is evidenced by the adverse outcome pathway of skin sensi-
tization (Patlewicz et al., 2014), for which the ARE-Nrf2 luciferase re-
porter has been evaluated for sensitization screening (Maeda et al., 
2020). Our data supports different concentration ranges of biological 
activity for relevant cellular stress response pathways. We anticipate 
that an adaptive Nrf2 pathway is activated at low concentrations of the 
soft electrophiles, where modifications of KEAP1 Cys residues are highly 
sensitive sensors to initiate an antioxidant response and protect cells 
against stress. At higher concentrations, while the Nrf2 pathway acti-
vation is stronger, we also observed a transition towards an unantici-
pated modulation of other stress response pathway, with suppression of 
cytokine-mediated NFκB activation being more susceptible than the 
unfolded protein response. Thus, our data indicate that KEAP1 targeting 
soft electrophiles have a safe range that selectively activates the Nrf2 
pathway. However, at higher concentration these molecules may also 
affect other pathway that may increase a risk for adverse effects. We 
anticipate that our combined panel of BAC-GFP HepG2 Nrf2 and NFκB 
pathway reporter panel is an excellent test system to determine the 
point-of-departure for Nrf2 and NFκB pathway modulating properties of 
soft electrophiles and other chemicals. 

We used in silico approaches to calculate the electrophilic index of 
our six model compounds. This index is an indication for the potential to 
form adducts with KEAP1 and thus induce an Nrf2 response. This 
method ranked our compounds from high to low electrophilic index: 
DEM, CDDO, ethacrynic acid, andrographolide, sulforaphane and 
TBHQ. In contrast, based on our in vitro reporter assays for Nrf2 
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Fig. 5. Applying reporter technology in combination with siRNA mediated knockdowns to unravel the crosstalk between the oxidative stress and 
inflammation pathways. A) Schematic overview with the timeline and experimental procedures. A non-targeting siRNA (siCtrl1) was used as a control as well as a 
mock (no siRNA) reference sample. The inflammation pathway was induced with either TNFα or IL1β. Low, medium or high concentrations of DEM were used to 
induce the Nrf2 pathway and study the crosstalk to the inflammation pathway. In addition non-stimulated control conditions were included (DMSO). B) Hierarchical 
clustering (Euclidian distance) of the quantified dynamic reporter GFP data of the inflammatory and oxidative reporters after siRNA-based knockdown of key players 
of oxidative stress or inflammation pathway. C) Time response curves with reporter GFP intensity data (i: A20-GFP, ii: ICAM1-GFP, iii RelA-GFP), upon knockdown of 
interesting proteins in either the NfĸB or Nrf2 pathways in the presence of TNFα. Significance was determined over the area under the time curve (n = 3). D) The 
dynamic GFP intensity plots of the Nrf2 reporters (i: Nrf2, ii: SRXN1) in the presence of DEM and TNFα (n = 3). E) The proposed schematic overview of the crosstalk 
between the Nrf2 and NFκB signaling pathways. 
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Fig. 6. Transcriptome analysis of soft electrophile treated HepG2 and hiPSC-Heps. A) Schematic overview with timelines and experimental procedures of the 
experiments with HepG2 wt and hiPSC-Heps (i and ii resp). B) Gene expression levels (log2FC) of downstream targets of the NFκB (circles) and Nrf2 (squares) 
pathways after exposure to TNFα and andrographolide in HepG2 wt and hiPSC-Heps (i and ii resp). C) Basal gene expression levels (log10) of downstream targets of 
the NFκB and Nrf2 pathways in the presence and absence of TNFα in HepG2 wt and hiPSC-Heps (i and ii resp). Significance is determined over the mean gene 
expression between the no-TNFα and TNFα conditions. D) Hierarchical clustering (Euclidian distance) of the log2 fold changes of the expression profiles of genes 
associated with either inflammation or oxidative stress. (n = 3). 
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activation we observed a different ranking with strong to weaker Nrf2 
inducers: CDDO-me, andrographolide, sulforaphane, ethacrynic acid, 
DEM and TBHQ. Naturally, the in silico measurements do not reflect 
many important factors logP, cellular absorption and transport, chemi-
cal stability, steric hindrance, etc. that will also determine the intra-
cellular concentration of the active molecules and, therefore, KEAP1 
modification and Nrf2 activation. Our reporter assays are therefore an 
important asset to efficiently determine the efficacy for cellular Nrf2 
activation by candidate soft electrophiles and also highlights the 
importance of in vitro assays to complement any in silico prediction in 
the first phase of chemical safety evaluation. 

We found that each model compound had a very distinct oxidative 
stress response. CDDO-me for example caused a slow but gradual and 
sustained activation of Nrf2, whereas sulforaphane induced a rapid 
nuclear translocation of Nrf2 followed by a sharp decline. While these 
differences could be due to the intrinsic activities of these compounds, 
we cannot exclude that these differences are determined by kinetic 
properties of the compound such as intrinsic stability, lipophilicity, 
intracellular clearance. Our Nrf2-GFP reporter allows for the temporal 
resolution of the Nrf2 translocation thereby facilitating the character-
ization of pro-oxidant responses of various soft electrophiles. These 
different behaviors may impact on the safety aspects of soft electro-
philes, in particular when repeated exposure are being considered. 

Regardless of the different Nrf2 modulating properties, we observed 
that all our test compounds significantly inhibited the TNFα induced 
inflammation response, convincingly supporting the impact of Nrf2 ac-
tivators on the NFκB pathway, and suggesting a crosstalk between the 
two pathways. A direct effect of TNFα induced NFκB signaling to the 
Nrf2 pathway could not be confirmed as the presence of TNFα did not 
influence nuclear translocation of Nrf2 nor the expression profile of the 
downstream target, the antioxidant SRXN1. We applied RNA interfer-
ence studies to further examine a possible crosstalk. We found that 
depletion of KEAP1 leads to a stronger NFκB response as observed via 
increased levels of A20 and a higher ratio of nuclear:cytoplasmatic 
NFκB; treatment with DEM further enhanced this effect. This is in 
concordance with previous studies which proposed that depletion of 
KEAP1 induces accumulation and stabilization of IKKβ and thereby 
upregulating a NFκB response (Kim et al., 2013) (Lee et al., 2009). The 
suggested explanation was that Nrf2 translocation to the nucleus will 
bind Antioxidant Response Elements (ARE) and p300, and, thus, Nrf2 
activation would lead to a depletion of p300 that would be available for 
p65 (Kim et al., 2013). Therefore, the competition for p300 by Nrf2 and 
NFκB leads to an inhibition of TNFα induced inflammation response. 
However, this is in contrast to a previous study by Rushworth and col-
leagues, in which TNFα exposures to human monocytes led to strong 
activation of the Nrf2 pathway (Rushworth et al., 2011). It is likely that 
this TNFα induced oxidative stress response is very cell type specific as it 
is known that inflammation is associated with systemic accumulation of 
reactive oxygen species (ROS) due to mitochondrial dysfunction in in-
flammatory cells and subsequent uncontrolled activation of NADPH 
oxidases (Nox1 and Nox2) (Lu et al., 2014) (Wenzel et al., 2017). 
Alternative explanations of NFκB pathway modulation could be the 
direct impact of soft electrophiles on protein sulfhydryl modifications of 
components of the the NFκB signaling pathway. Indeed, CDDO-me is 
known to directly target IKKβ in HEK293 cells at low μM concentrations, 
due to the modification of Cys179 of IKKβ, in association with inhibition 
of TNFα-induced nuclear translocation of NFκB (Yore et al., 2006). 
Previously we found that TNFα has a synergistic effect on diclofenac 
induced hepatotoxicity and inhibits the TNFα-induced nuclear trans-
location of the NFκB (Fredriksson et al., 2011) and through computa-
tional modelling of our data we predicted the IKK-complex to be a likely 
(in)direct target of this diclofenac effect (Oppelt et al., 2018). As far as 
we could identify, there is no information on the effect of our other soft 
electrophiles on IKK modulation, however, we did observe a disturbance 
of the IκBα oscillatory response (Fig. 3D) possibly due to perturbations of 
the IKK-complex-mediated phosphorylation of IκBα, which would 

support this concept. 
In conclusion, our data indicate that different soft electrophiles 

induced the Nrf2 pathway and at higher concentrations suppress the 
inflammation associated NFκB pathway. This latter activity may have 
adverse consequences for proper systemic immune regulation with 
respect for drug development and natural product discovery that target 
KEAP1 to selectively modulate the Nrf2 pathway. Our current HepG2 
reporter panel in combination with dynamic imaging can support the 
identification of Nrf2 pathway activation selectivity and defining most 
optimal safety margins in a cost effective high throughput manner. 
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